Lunchspiration session 4:
Brands with purpose

Why should businesses care?
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Business practice has a
major impact on
environmental issues
such as climate change
and genetic modification

Income equality
could open up new
markets and be the
new driver of global
economic growth

If done irresponsibly,
advertising can create
excessive consumerismprioritizing short-term
gains rather than longterm happiness

Young generations care
about doing good. 80%
of millennials want to
work for companies that
care about their impact

Brands with purpose
Can any business have purpose?

Some businesses are created from a
clear and powerful purpose. Others
communicate their purpose through
CSR campaigns. And then there are
the ones who do things wrong and
have to face massive scandals.
In order to identify the different
approaches to doing good (or bad),
we created the ‘purpose spectrum’.
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Fraud/scandals
When a scandal hits a brand – and despite trying effective crisis
communications – bad publicity is highly difficult to overcome.
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VOLKSWAGEN

FIFA

TESCO

The German car giant
admitted cheating emissions
tests in the US

Claims of widespread corruption,
with several top executives indicted
by the US Department of Justice

Former Tesco directors charged
with fraud over a £263m-plus
accounting scandal

From inactivity to CSR
Inactive brands used to be the norm a few decades ago. Today, companies need to keep
up with the evolution of customer behaviour – and therefore cannot easily go on without
doing a little bit of goodness. However CSR is still considered a peripheral department.
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MCDONALD’S

STARBUCKS

H&M

Progressively rebranding from old
image of unhealthy fast food, to a
company that understands modern
mindset and concerns

Starbucks™ Shared Planet™ is
Starbucks’ commitment to do
business in ways that are good for
people and the planet

H&M Conscious is an effort to give H&M the
image of being a sustainable company. H&M
recently started offering 15% off purchases when
customers recycle unwanted clothes at H&M store

Brand values
Most modern successful brands stand up for something, have an opinion, are motivated to
make a change - communicating their purpose through strong brand values.
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DOVE

BENETTON

ALWAYS

Dove’s Real Beauty campaign was
revolutionary in the sense that seeing
real people and real concerns on
adverts felt unusual

Benetton is known for loud campaigns that
make people talk such as the “Unhate
Campaign” in 2011 showing politicians from
different countries kissing

Always is on a mission to empower girls/
women. Their successful “Like a girl”
campaign has become an integral part
of the Always brand

Business model
Many new brands are created and developed with a strong purpose at the core of
their business model, which means that consuming their product/service is in itself
making a real, direct impact.
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TOMS

PRET A MANGER

PEOPLE TREE

TOMS proves that companies can make
money, make fashionable products, and
make a change, all simultaneously.
And people love it

Pret started with the mission to create
handmade natural food, avoiding the
obscure chemicals, additives and
preservatives.

People Tree introduced a new way of
doing business – creating access to
markets and opportunities for people
who live in the developing world

Overstatements
It is fundamental to find the right balance and act with humbleness. Claims need to be realistic
to be believed and avoid the jargon of sustainability in order to be user-friendly and inspiring.
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On top of ad bans due to false claims, Kellogg’s tends to use
strategic and creative clichés when it comes to sustainability.
The brand hides its main purpose with a lot of overclaims and
communications that don’t look real and are difficult to relate to

Business model

Overstatements

Summary
A brand with purpose can:
• Inspire respect
• Speak with a distinct voice (that is
heard by people)
• Retain customers and drive loyalty
• Create an internal sense of pride
• And last but not least, make a
change
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